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“Qu’espérer de ce labyrinthe confus, grand peut-être comme Paris ou Rome, de ces
palais et de ces mosquées que l’on compte par milliers? Tout cela a été splendide
et merveilleux sans doute, mais trente générations y ont passé; partout la pierre
croule, et le bois pourrit. Il semble que l’on voyage en rêve dans une cité du passé,
habitée seulement par des fantômes, qui la peuplent sans l’animer.”
“What to think of this confused labyrinth, as large, perhaps, as Paris or Rome,
of its palaces and its mosques that one can count by the thousand? Without a doubt,
all of this had once been splendid and marvellous, but thirty generations have
passed on; everywhere the stone crumbles and the wood rots. It appears that one
is travelling in a dream in a city of the past….”
Gérard de Nerval, Voyage En Orient (Journey to the Orient), 1842.

In AD 969, following the Fatimid conquest of Egypt, a new urban settlement was founded
specifically to house the Fatimid court and those related to it; originally called
al-Mansuriyya, its name was later changed to al-Qahira – Cairo. Although essentially
designed as a royal precinct, Cairo was not totally inaccessible to the public. Thriving
markets catered to the population at large, most of which lived to the south-west,
in Fustat, an urban settlement located close to the Nile and d
 eveloped following the
Arab conquest of Egypt in the seventh century around the Roman fortress of Babylon.
As an extended palatial complex, Cairo, although physically separate, was socially
and politically part of the earlier settlement, which even then remained the nucleus
of urban agglomeration in economic, administrative and religious terms.
Accounts of the elaborate rituals and festivals of the Fatimid court stress the importance of sites outside the walled city, even in early times. This, as well as the existence of other earlier settlements to the north, such as Matariyya, meant that there
was a populated zone stretching from Fustat all the way north of the city walls, comprising distinct areas that were nevertheless interconnected.
The area now known as al-Darb al-Ahmar (ADAA) is located just outside the
southern walls of the Fatimid palace-city and had originally been cemetery grounds
for its residents. In the eleventh century, a period of drought and famine led to the
impoverishment of Fustat, and the exodus of most of its population to the area around
Cairo. By then, the city had already expanded, and a reconsolidation of the city walls
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Above, a street in al-Darb al-Ahmar.
Below, waste deposit in an unused building.
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between 1087 and 1092, during a period of civil strife, involved the enlargement of
the original walled precinct to incorporate these newly developed urban areas.
As the area lying immediately outside Bab Zuwayla, Cairo’s main southern gateway, al-Darb al-Ahmar was one of the first zones of urban expansion. Thus, in 1160,
the Fatimid vizier al-Salih Tala’i, fearing Frankish desecration of the shrine of the
prophet’s grandson al-Hussein in Ascalon, built a mosque outside Bab Zuwayla in
order to house al-Hussein’s relics, indicating that al-Darb al-Ahmar was no longer
a truly peripheral zone.
The rise of the Ayyubids in 1171, under Salah al-Din, marked the beginning of a
radical change in the urban development of Cairo: Salah al-Din constructed a citadel
on a rocky spur slightly south of the walled city. Intended from the onset as the
sultan’s residence, it was only to become the real seat of power in 1206 under Salah
al-Din’s nephew, al-Kamil, thereby stripping the original Fatimid settlement of its
royal status. It was the construction of the Citadel, more than anything, that shaped
the urban development of al-Darb al-Ahmar as we know it today. The transfer of the
seat of power outside the city walls created a clear stretch of urban development
to the south, connecting the new seat of power to the old, and giving rise to al-Darb
al-Ahmar (the area in between Fatimid Cairo and the Ayyubid Citadel).
One of the most striking features of the Fatimid city had been its qasaba, the main
north-south thoroughfare, which formed an uninterrupted route between the city
gates. The qasaba, lined with palaces and other caliphal buildings, was the site of
elaborate royal processions, cornerstones of a dynasty that had developed complex
courtly etiquette. During the Ayyubid period, the qasaba was extended southwards
to reach the Citadel, thus adding a new, equally prestigious stretch to the road whose
buildings were to define elite Cairene society up until the mid-nineteenth century.
The construction of the Citadel also brought about a second, equally important
urban development: the extension of the city walls to create an enlarged walled city,
known appropriately as “al-Qahira al-Mahrusa” (Cairo the protected). The extension
of the eastern city wall to the Citadel served to define the eastern edge of al-Darb
al-Ahmar. It marked the boundary between the urban area of the new elite, for
whom proximity to the seat of power was essential, and the peripheral activities that
were equally important for the functioning of the city, but less desirable. Among
these were markets for animal fodder and dumping grounds for the city’s rubbish and,
a century later, cemeteries.
The location of the cemeteries followed a constant trend in the history of Cairo –
established on the peripheries of the metropolis, as the city expanded, they were
removed to make way for new urban development. In contrast, the dumping grounds
remained a permanent feature of the eastern edge of the city – in a sort of vicious
cycle, the mounds of rubbish that accumulated outside the city walls served as a
barrier towards eastward urban expansion, which, in turn, encouraged more and
more dumping. This practice continued for centuries, resulting in the creation of
formidable mounds of debris, closely resembling natural formations, which dwarfed
the city walls and eventually buried them. The Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) has
now converted these mounds into al-Azhar Park, while the eastern city wall has been
exposed and has been restored.
The persistence of the Citadel as the seat of power ensured that al-Darb al-Ahmar
remained a prestigious area, and a centre of economic and political life during the
Mamluk period (1250–1517). In 1250, immediately following the fall of the Ayyubid
dynasty, a power struggle at the Citadel led to a group of seven hundred Mamluk
princes, in opposition to the then-ruler Aybak and thus fearing for their lives, deciding

to flee to Syria, from where they would later regroup and return to take over power.
The night-time escape took place from one of the eastern city gates, Bab al-Qarratin
(burned in the process and consequently renamed Bab al-Mahruq “the burned gate”).
As an area whose urban importance spanned many generations, most of al-Darb
al-Ahmar’s early residential buildings were destroyed to make way for the buildings
of later patrons seeking to build houses, palaces or mosques in an area whose location remained prime. However, a few residential structures remain from medieval
times, among them Alin Aq Palace, a building whose monumental scale is still evident
despite its ruined condition, and parts of a house built during the reign of Sultan
Qaytbay (1468–96), incorporated into a later residential structure called Bayt al-Razzaz.
Institutional buildings fared better; maintained by an elaborate system of endowments, waq f, and, in the case of religious buildings, considered to be sacred spaces
and therefore indestructible except by the force of time, most still stand today.
The bimaristan of al-Muayyad, a large hospital built circa 1420 in the vicinity of the
Citadel, exemplifies the attention paid to the founding of civic institutions by members of the court.
Al-Darb al-Ahmar’s steady urbanization can best be observed through changes
in the form and size of religious buildings constructed in the area between the
thirteenth and fifteenth centuries. In response to the increasing scarcity of land in
the centre of the city, mosques evolved from large, symmetrical structures with accommodating open courtyards, to much smaller buildings with ground plans cleverly
adapted to fit onto awkward-shaped plots of land. By the end of the Mamluk period,
mosque construction in the area was primarily a pious and prestigious act: given the
sheer number of mosques that already existed, there was no real social need for new
religious buildings.
The construction of important architectural complexes often included the building of multi-family residential units, usually for the poorer classes. This ensured that
while al-Darb al-Ahmar remained a prestigious area, it nevertheless housed a very
mixed community. It was also an area in which quiet residential cul-de-sacs existed
alongside vibrant commercial streets and markets. Some of the latter, especially
those catering to the military establishment, such as the weaponry and horse markets,
had been transferred from the centre of the Fatimid city to al-Darb al-Ahmar for the
sake of proximity to the Citadel.
The Ottoman conquest of Egypt in 1517 marked a new phase for al-Darb al-Ahmar.
The rulers of Egypt were now Ottoman governors, posted to Egypt for a limited period
of time, and thus with political aspirations in Istanbul rather than in Cairo.
As such, while the seat of power remained at the Citadel, the transformation of
Cairo from the capital of an empire to an Ottoman province meant that the sponsorship of the large-scale complexes that had characterized al-Darb al-Ahmar decreased
considerably. Architectural patrons found new, more resourceful ways of leaving
their mark upon the city. The appropriation, and subsequent “Ottomanization” of
the fourteenth-century Aqsunqur Mosque by an Ottoman official, Ibrahim Agha
Mustahfazan, in 1650, is a case in point. Instead of constructing a new mosque, the
patron simply added Turkish tiles, a distinctly Ottoman feature, to a well-located
Mamluk building on al-Darb al-Ahmar Street, thereby symbolically transforming it into
an Ottoman building – his own.
While the founding of monumental religious buildings declined, the high value
given to charitable work ensured that the patronage of smaller-scale projects continued. The Ottoman answers to the expansive Mamluk foundations were sabil-kuttabs
(water fountains surmounted by Qur’anic schools), which were relatively inexpensive

A street in al-Darb al-Ahmar; the minaret of
Aqsunqur Mosque in the background.
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Top left, carpenters at work in the Khayrbek
carpentry workshop.
Top right, worksite in the backyard of
Khayrbek complex.
Bottom left, stone cutters at work in the rear
of Alin Aq Palace.
Bottom right, Alin Aq Palace first floor
covered in scaffolding.
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to build, required tiny plots of land, and served a social need. In parallel, the building
of residential structures in al-Darb al-Ahmar proliferated to meet the demands of an
expanding population. Thus, Ibrahim Agha Mustahfazan, the same patron who appropriated a Mamluk mosque for reasons of economy, had no qualms about constructing
a series of residential and commercial buildings on al-Darb al-Ahmar Street – a decision
probably grounded in an understanding of the considerable value of such property
in light of its excellent location.
Despite new political allegiances, the architecture of Ottoman Cairo remained by
and large true to a local tradition that had developed over centuries to meet the
specific conditions of a dense urban fabric. By the eighteenth century, open spaces
within the city walls were few and far between. Even the city gate, which in 1250
had permitted the flight of the dissenting Mamluk princes, had been blocked by resi
dential construction.
The aftermath of a French invasion of Egypt in 1798 led to the rise of Muhammad
Ali, an Albanian general in the Ottoman army, as pasha – giving him virtual autonomy,
though nominally a vassal of the Ottoman Court in Istanbul. This resurgence of
local power spearheaded by a dedicated reformer, coupled perhaps with an openness
towards new ideas following three years of French presence in Egypt, heralded a

cultural revival for al-Darb al-Ahmar. Important members of Muhammad Ali’s army
were granted plots of land in the area, which led to the construction of palatial
mansions and palaces. These were often a synthesis between local spatial tradition,
the architecture of the Balkans and Turkey, which was familiar to Muhammad Ali and
his entourage, and the decorative vocabulary popular in Europe at the time. A few
examples from this period still remain intact, including an extensive house known as
Waqf al-Girissi, owned by the Ministry of Awqaf.
This cultural revival was short-lived, however; in the 1860s Muhammad Ali’s grandson, Khedive Ismail, visited Paris and, amazed by the development of the city since
his days as a student there, returned to Egypt with visions for a new, European-style
capital. Ismail moved the seat of power from the Citadel to Abdin Palace, constructed
in his newly created Ismailiyya quarter west of the Historic City, thus effectively
ending Darb al-Ahmar’s seven-hundred-year-old role as a centre of political, cultural
and economic activity.
The effects were not immediately apparent, yet a building boom in the 1880s must
have marked the influx of bourgeois merchants eager to live in the area – a move
due in part to Darb al-Ahmar’s still-illustrious reputation, and facilitated by the gradual
exodus of the city’s political elite to the new Ismailiyya quarter. Al-Darb al-Ahmar still
retained a sense of economic vitality, however, and even the most grandiose houses
of the late nineteenth century had shops built along their main facades. Despite
widespread eclecticism, architectural standards remained high; attention to space,
proportion and architectural detail was evident, even in the more modest buildings.
In keeping with local historic urban trends, the grandest houses were generally
located on main thoroughfares or adjacent to popular shrines, especially those associated with members of the prophet’s family, such as Fatma al-Nabawiyya. Poorer
families tended to live in the narrow alleyways abutting the eastern city wall.
The first few decades of the twentieth century saw al-Darb al-Ahmar attempting to
emulate the new quarters of Cairo. Sporadic urban-development schemes involved
the subdivision of large estates into regular grid-like blocks, totally alien to the area’s
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door.
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traditional urban fabric. Yet, fortunately, urban projects of this type remained rare.
In the 1950s and 1960s the rise of large-scale industrialization meant that areas such
as al-Darb al-Ahmar, whose commercial activity was based on small-scale enterprises and workshops, were no longer seen as the basis of the city’s economy. While
many local industries did, in fact, continue to function, the new trend was for mass
production in huge factories located in newly developed industrial areas.
New construction techniques, using reinforced concrete, began to replace trad
itional building materials, and “modernist” urban design policies came into effect.
While innovation had always been an important factor in Darb al-Ahmar’s development, earlier modernization attempts had still maintained strong links to the past.
The new mindset, however, saw little value in tradition, and the impact of this was
profound.

Above, the Historic Wall and al-Darb al-Ahmar.
Below, a walkway along the rampart.
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The Fate of al-Darb al-Ahmar
The last century has been a paradoxical one in as far as Darb al-Ahmar’s development
is concerned. On the one hand, diligent efforts to conserve historic buildings by the
Comité de Conservation des Monuments de l’Art Arabe (an Egyptian government
body founded by khedival decree in 1881) and its institutional successors ensured
the preservation of the area’s most significant historic buildings, many of which had
fallen into a state of disrepair. Encroachments on derelict property (resulting from
a demand for housing or work space) were common, and the idea of clearing these
encroachments from prominent historic buildings, erroneously considered as isolated
monuments, developed. Such a policy, which at the beginning of the twentieth century saved many valuable historic buildings from disappearance, was codified into an
article in the Egyptian Antiquities Law, with unfortunate results. It gave rise to a misguided idea that all listed buildings should be free-standing, prompting widespread
demolition of buildings abutting “monuments”; an idea especially inappropriate in a
city whose entire architectural tradition developed in response to high urban density,
and whose most ingenious buildings were designed as part of a closely knit urban
fabric.
The negative consequences of a conservation policy that failed to see the larger
urban picture were exacerbated by planning policies that overlooked the specificities
of historic areas – a detrimental combination. In general, over the last century, planning schemes were developed by government officials poorly acquainted with the
character of historic areas like al-Darb al-Ahmar, and unaware of their value as unique
urban environments. Plans to widen existing streets, usually developed by drawing
lines across a map of the area, with little thought given towards the social and urban
consequences of such decisions, were common. Such schemes, developed with the
intention of improving accessibility, contributed to the destruction of Darb al-Ahmar’s
urban fabric, a problem compounded by a proliferation of new buildings with neither
architectural nor typological links to the area’s traditional forms.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s an ambitious rehabilitation scheme by the Aga
Khan Trust for Culture’s Historic Cities Programme was instrumental in demonstrating
that Darb al-Ahmar’s urban fabric had both great value and potential, and that it was
possible to preserve it alongside the conservation of medieval monuments such
as the city wall. A programme to restore the traditional housing stock through a grantand-loan scheme was particularly successful, with the huge demand by local residents impressively exceeding available resources to carry out the work. What became
clear was that local residents were deeply rooted to the area and eager to invest
their own resources into physical improvements to help ameliorate physical living

conditions. For just over a decade, al-Darb al-Ahmar began to witness postive change
in its urban environment.
Unfortunately, the political events of 2011 created a lapse in municipal administration, which saw rampant construction by “quick and dirty” developers who seized a
golden opportunity to capitalize on the panoramic views created by the paradisiacal
al-Azhar Park. The outcome was that incongruous multi-storey apartment buildings
sprung up on the plots of land closest to the Park, in flagrant contravention to the
law. Many of these replaced Darb al-Ahmar’s historic buildings. For the first time in
decades, even medieval monuments, normally zealously guarded by the antiquities
authorities, saw towering buildings constructed abutting them. A grey area between
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Antiquities and the National Organization for Urban
Harmony (NOUH) may have played to the favour of developers. More philosophically,
it is debatable whether none of us or all of us are to blame.
All of this has highlighted the weaknesses in the urban conservation dynamic in
Cairo – firstly, that, unfortunately, the political will to preserve al-Darb al-Ahmar was
weak, and the beneficiaries of this uncontrolled development far outnumbered those
who cared about Cairo’s heritage. As a result, developers could act unchecked, and
unnoticed. More worryingly, while government investment post-2011 to preserve the
wealthier and more celebrated Gamaliyya district of the medieval city has been substantial, the transgressions in al-Darb al-Ahmar have not witnessed punitive action.
In hindsight, while the AKTC ’s urban conservation initiatives were valiant, a sense
of custodianship over the heritage of al-Darb al-Ahmar may not have effectively been
transferred beyond the officials of the Trust. Perhaps a scenario that actively nurtured
carefully managed private investment in the Historic City, as per the model of comparators like historic Damascus, could have created a community of resistance, motivated by threats to their economic interests. What is disappointing is that there was
no resistance, and no real response.
The outcome is that al-Darb al-Ahmar risks sliding out of public and official consciousness as an area of heritage value. In fact, it is hard to see how the recent detrimental construction can be reversed short of waiting for these buildings to crumble
a century or so from now.
A few courses of action appear to be the area’s only hope – one crucial one is the
reinforcement of the building regulations, which had curtailed development since
the 1990s when they were put in place. This could break the cycle of destruction
and development. Other avenues could be the creation of hubs of cultural/preservation-related activity through what are effectively the area’s most prominent assets:
Al-Azhar Park and the Citadel, both of which rub shoulders with al-Darb al-Ahmar,
but have not made permeable the formidable medieval walls isolating them from the
neighbourhood.
As the throngs of young Egyptians soaking up the evening atmosphere in the upgraded Gamaliyya district make clear, there is public interest and enjoyment in the
experience of a clean and restored medieval city – a free, manicured, attractive public
realm, open to all.
In an ideal world, a far deeper public understanding of al-Darb al-Ahmar’s heritage
would be desirable, albeit very difficult to attain. A more realistic alternative is for
combined private and public investment to increase the appeal of the area, so that,
gleaming and slick, it too finds a place in the consciousness of the average Cairene in
an age flirting with notions of an Egyptian renaissance.
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In 2000, the French Institute for Oriental Archaeology (IFAO) and the Aga Khan Trust
for Culture (AKTC) launched a programme of study, excavation and conservation of
the medieval city walls of Cairo with the institutional and administrative support of
the Supreme Council of Antiquities (SCA ; nowadays the Ministry of Antiquities). Our
excavations were located on five sites: the Darassa Car Park (2001–09), Bab al-Tawfiq
(2004–05), Bab al-Nasr (2012–14), Burg al-Zafar (2007–16) and al-Mashtal (2016). Our
first concern was the study of the Ayyubid enclosure wall, that is, Salah al-Din’s city
wall (1169–78); subsequently linked to our new discoveries, we turned our attention to
the Fatimid city walls of Badr al-Jamali (1087–92) and Jawhar al-Siqilli (969–971).
Before our excavation, the Fatimid fortifications were known only from three
monumental gates, the descriptions of the renowned British architect Keppel Creswell
and the works of Paul Casanova, who mainly followed the descriptions of al-Maqrizi.
Apparently, the Fatimid Walls were built in two periods. A first enclosure wall made
of mud bricks in 969–971 and a new enclosure wall built of limestone from 1087 to
1092. Our recent research allows us to rediscover and highlight this unknown Fatimid
military architecture. Some of these fortifications were built of limestone, others of
mud brick, and yet others – the oldest – of rammed earth ( pisé ).
The monUmenTAl sTone gATes of BAdr Al-jAmAli (1087–92)

Badr al-Jamali, who was of Armenian origin and who went on to become governor
of Damascus and then of Acre, led many victorious battles in the north of the Fatimid
territories. Following his success, and at the request of the caliph, al-Mustansir
(AD 1035–94 / AH 426–87), he arrived, with his Syrian troops, in Egypt in AD 1073 /
AH 465. In order to restore order in the country, he was appointed “Supreme Commander of the Armies” and was known as Amir al-Guyushi.
Badr al-Jamali was not only a state ruler, but also a great builder, endowing Cairo
with new fortifications. Undoubtedly, the most notable of the vizier’s buildings were
the large gates of Cairo (AD 1087–92 / AH 479–84): Bab al-Futuh, Bab al-Nasr and Bab
Zuwayla. The northern side of the city is pierced by two gates: Bab al-Nasr to the
east and Bab al-Futuh to the west. The construction of Badr’s enclosure wall is, in fact,
dated by the epigraphy of the inscriptions in situ and historical sources. The works
were commenced to the north with Bab al-Nasr in 1087 and were completed to the
south with Bab al-Zuwayla in 1092.
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Above, photograph of Badr al-Jamali’s
mud-brick wall connected to Bab al-Tawfiq.
Below, photograph of the rammed-earth wall.
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Bab al-Nasr is a straight entrance that measures 24 metres wide, 20 metres deep and
21 metres high. The entrance is protected by two towers that are square in shape
measuring 8 metres on each side. The tower has three storeys, two of which are filled
in, and only the upper sections, which were used for defence, are equipped with
firing chambers. Bab al-Futuh is also a straight entrance that is protected by murder
holes. It is flanked by semicircular, oblong towers 7.5 metres wide, projecting forward
7.5 metres. The entire gate measures 23 metres wide, 25 metres deep and 22 metres
high. According to al-Maqrizi,1 Bab al-Nasr and Bab al-Futuh were preceded and protected by mud and wooden barbicans (bašhura). Bab al-Tawfiq and Bab Zuwayla were
protected differently, by means of a glacis.2 Bab Zuwayla is the gate of the southern
facade of the city, and it is located exactly on the north-south axis of Bab al-Futuh.
With their semicircular, oblong towers, these two gates are similar without being
identical. Bab Zuwayla measures 26 metres wide, 25 metres deep and 24 metres high.
These three monumental gates possess elements that could be classified as
exogenous from an architectural viewpoint. Many of the elements are reminiscent of
northern Syria, including the arrow slits that appear to be influenced by the regions
of Edessa and Antioch and are thus proof of a direct and clear link, according to
Fourdrin.3 Armenians were an essential component of the Fatimid army.4 Badr al-Jamali
arrived in Egypt, with his Syrian troops and his Armenian master builders. They
brought with them their arms and their art of war, including the art of building
fortifications. It was alleged, at the beginning of the thirteenth century, by Abu Salih
in his book The Churches and Monasteries of Egypt and confirmed by al-Maqrizi
that three Armenian engineers each built one of the Cairo gates and that they had collaborated with a Coptic monk.5 However, although Abu Salih was quite precise in his
reference to the geographical origin of the three brothers, namely the city of Edessa/
Urfa, he never made mention in his text of their social class or their religion. The
tradition of three Armenian brothers having each built one gate not only reflects the
plurality of the construction engineers that were involved in these monumental works,
but it is also a myth, as Badr’s city wall was pierced with numerous gates, of which at
least two others were in stone. The first was located to the north-west of the city and
was known as Bab al-Qantara, built in front of a bridge that crossed the canal (khalij )
and that was destroyed by the Cairo Governorate in 1878. According to Ali Mubarack,
the gate had been removed and there was, apparently, an inscription in Kufic over
the gate, but unfortunately this was not examined, and all that remains is a plan that,
nevertheless, shows a straight entrance surrounded by oblong semicircular towers.6
Although smaller, there is another Fatimid gate known as Bab al-Tawfiq and located
in the centre of the eastern facade of the city.7 It measures nine metres high and is
more commonly known by the name of Bab al-Barqiyya, according to Fouad Sayyid.8
Above the entrance is an inscription of five lines in floriated Kufic carved on a white
marble panel. The gate is protected by a ramp made of granite slabs that we uncovered in 2005. This ramp resembled the glacis (zallaqa) that was used as a defence
for Bab Zuwayla but which was dismantled by the Ayyubid sultan al-Kamil. Bab
al-Tawfiq was flanked by two quadrangular, mud-brick towers. The plan of this gate
is not dissimilar to that of Bab al-Nasr.
The northern and southern facades of the city were built partly in stone. Out of
the southern enclosure wall, only Bab Zuwayla remains, and a small section of the
curtain wall, with the city enclosure having been invaded and gradually destroyed
by the mosques and the Mamluk and Ottoman dwellings that were installed between
this zone and Bab al-Wazir to the footsteps of the Citadel. The northern curtain wall
between Bab al-Futuh and Bab al-Nasr was built in stone and, up until now, has not

been adversely affected by urbanization, due to the fact that the extramural space
was only surrounded, to the north, by a necropolis. From all our observations, both
archaeological and bibliographical, there are certain stylistic constants regarding the
Fatimid fortifications of Cairo. The Badr al-Jamali stone wall is endowed with quadrangular towers and buttresses, and only the towers of the gates of Bab al-Futuh and
Bab Zuwayla are oblong and semicircular in shape. As from 1891, Van Berchem had
already confirmed this layout.9 The southern stone facade, to the side of Bab Zuwayla,
consists of a rectangular tower measuring 8 × 7.7 metres and two buttresses measuring 4 × 3.4 metres. The northern facade comprises two towers located between Bab

Photograph of Bab al-Tawfiq and its zalaqa .
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Photograph of Badr al-Jamali’s mud-brick wall,
beside Bab al-Gedid.

al-Futuh and Bab al-Nasr, one measuring 5 × 4.7 metres and the other 8 × 4.7 metres.
The two towers that flank the Bab al-Nasr entrance can also be added to this list.
The Fatimid Mud-Brick Wall of the Eleventh Century

In 2001, we made an extraordinary discovery in Darassa Car Park (the Archaeological
Triangle): a new town wall for Cairo. We found a huge mud-brick tower dating back
to the Fatimid period and preserved up to four metres high. In fact, we found a mudbrick wall preserved on all the sites that we dug in Darassa Car Park, at Bab al-Tawfiq,
Bab al-Gedid, Burg al-Zafar in eastern Cairo and at Bab al-Nasr and al-Mashtal to the
north. All the signs are that Badr al-Jamali’s workers used mud brick to protect the
entire city of Cairo. This is also the reason why there are no longer any discernible
remains, given that this material is more fragile than stone and the wall was progressively covered by the Mamluk city.
The town wall discovered to the south of al-Azhar Street on the Darassa Car Park
comprised a tower that stood on a funerary compound with a garden and a fountain
dating from the early eleventh century. Therefore, it is not possible that this was the
Jawhar city wall, which dates from the second half of the tenth century.
Later, Sultan Salah al-Din decided, between 1173 and 1177, to leave Badr al-Jamali’s
city wall behind his new stone wall. The old mud-brick city wall was to be used in the
Ayyubid defensive system as a second rampart and was to mark a chemin de lisse,
which was to become the famous bayn al-surain of al-Maqrizi.10
The Fatimid mud-brick wall that was discovered in Darassa was connected to
the north to a stone gate, Bab al-Tawfiq, and it had the same foundations as the
gate and the paving. This mud-brick city wall is perfectly linked to the stonework to
the south of the gate. Our digs have shown that the eastern mud-brick city wall is
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contemporaneous with the erection of the Fatimid gate, namely from 1087 to 1092.
Mud-brick walls connected to monumental stone gates were well-known structures in
Egypt since the Pharaonic period. It is important to stress the fact that the use of mud
brick is primarily a vernacular phenomenon. Local technologies were used and this
was probably because of the influence of the Egyptian contingent of the Fatimid army,
soldiers from Upper Egypt and Aswan called “the black army”.
The Fatimid mud-brick wall was flanked by huge quadrangular towers measuring
seven to eight metres on the sides alternating with buttresses from two to four metres
on the sides. The city walls and the towers are plain on the bottom storey, with the
firing positions located on the upper storey. Although, now, it has been significantly
levelled, the mud-brick city wall has an estimated height of six to seven metres.
The height has been calculated using various criteria, such as the height of the smallest gate, Bab al-Tawfiq, which is nine metres. As the curtain walls are always lower
than the gates, the city wall could not have been higher than seven metres. Further
more, the width of the Fatimid curtain wall measures 3.7 metres, which is quite close
in thickness to Salah al-Din’s city wall, which measures four metres thick and
reaches a height of nearly six metres. The Fatimid city wall must have been impressive, with its appearance being reinforced by a yellowish rendering that covered the
brick masonry.11 Thus, the Cairo fortifications were smooth, massive and uniform in
appearance.

The two Fatimid Walls found on the al-Mashtal
site, between Burg al-Zafar and Bab al-Nasr.

A Tenth-Century Rammed-Earth Wall
Ten years later, in 2011, we made another major discovery at the Burg al-Zafar site,
another massive wall that was parallel to the two fortifications, one of Badr al-Jamali
and the other of Salah al-Din. This wall was made of rammed-earth or pisé technique.
The discovered rammed-earth wall is 30 metres long, an average of 1.80 metres
wide, and has preserved a maximum elevation of 1.20 metres. This wall was laid
directly on cob foundations of 50 centimetres thick. A meticulous dig enabled us to
find imprints of the wooden beams that held the formwork of the wall in place. These
square-sectioned beams were positioned crossways in the thickness of the wall and
were spaced out at an average of 45 centimetres. Moreover, the vertical cracks in the
facades indicate that the wooden formworks used were between 1.6 and 1.9 metres
in length. Finally, we found seventeen postholes run all along the structure. They are
spaced, with relative regularity, from 0.40 to 1 metre from each other.
These holes were used to position the posts that supported the wooden formwork.
The stratigraphy allowed us to date this wall from a period prior to the wall of Badr
al-Jamali as we noticed. A small quadrangular basin, made of red bricks, was constructed against the internal facade of the rammed-earth wall. Later on, the basin was
cut by the mud-brick buttress of the Badr al-Jamali city wall. It is thus clear that the
rammed-earth wall was older than the fortification of the end of the eleventh century.
The width and length of the structure preclude us from thinking that this had the
function of a dwelling. In 2016, we found the same wall on a site called al-Mashtal and
located in between Bab al-Nasr and Burg al-Zafar. The length, the monumentality of
the structure and its ex nihilo installation fuel speculation that the rammed-earth wall
constitutes a section of the first Cairo city wall. Three elements aroused our interest:
first, this wall is very old; second, it follows an east-west axis that marks the northern
limit of the Fatimid city; finally, it is built using the rammed-earth (tabiyya) technique,
something which was rarely used in Egypt but frequently used in the Maghreb. For all
these reasons, this wall could be identified as the first Fatimid city wall of Cairo: that
of Jawhar. It would, thus, be dated between AD 969 and 971.
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This leads to the question of why Badr al-Jamali may have chosen to build his wall
intramurally, behind that of Jawhar. This archaeological discovery would significantly
throw into question the widespread belief about the very first Fatimid city wall and,
in particular, its location. However, there is very little known about this city wall, even
from texts.12 According to Nasir Khusraw, who visited Cairo in 1046–49, Cairo was an
open city; there were no traces of the first Fatimid city wall. Nasir Khusraw indicates
that the wall was in such a state of decay that it could not be preserved intramurally.13
This is why, consequently, Badr al-Jamali left fragments of this old city wall in front of
his own wall, as a sort of faussebraye.
The rammed-earth construction technique is extremely unusual in Egypt and very
unique for the medieval period. The origin of this technique lies most probably in the
Maghreb. It is very tempting to say that the rammed-earth wall that we found was
built by the Berber component of the Fatimid army, maybe the famous Barqiyya tribe.
The tabiyya construction technique is often reserved for city walls or for monumental
architecture. Tabiyya denotes the material that is enclosed within the mould, which
is essentially rammed earth. The word toûb refers to the “brick”. “Mud brick” is called
libn according to al-Bakri or toûb laban according to al-Maqrizi. Al-Bakri uses the
word tûb to refer to mud brick, and he uses this word quite consistently, so it might
encompass other architectural realities, whereas al-Maqrizi generally uses the terms
toûb or laban to describe earthen architecture. Because of this, extreme caution is
required when reading historical sources, as the vocabulary used by the medieval
chroniclers is often linked to their place of origin and knowledge; it does not necessarily reflect the techniques used. Thus, the rammed-earth wall that we discovered
could have been described by al-Maqrizi as being a mud-brick wall.

photograph of the rammed-earth wall.
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The firsT BAB Al-nAsr (969–971)
Three missions were carried out on a site located to the south-east of the monumental
gate of Bab al-Nasr. It was necessary to dig this site in order to understand the different phases of construction of the Cairo city fortifications since several enclosure
walls had been recorded here. First, there is an Ayyubid Wall connected onto a northsouth wall that adjoins the Bab al-Nasr gate and that dates from the Badr al-Jamali era.
This wall is connected to a mud-brick wall identical to the one described. This mudbrick city wall is built against an east-west stone wall located between the Badr city
wall and the Salah al-Din city wall. This wall is flanked by small quadrangular towers,
except for the one furthest to the west, which is semicircular in shape.
The mysterious curtain wall measures two metres thick. Three arrow-slit embrasures were identified conclusively on the curtain wall between two towers. The wall
is flanked by small-scale, almost buttress-like, quadrangular towers interspersed at
15-metre intervals. Four towers are visible on the site, three to the west of al-Bakri
Mosque and one to the east. All the towers measure 4.8 metres wide and all, except
the one on the far west of the site, are quadrangular in shape. These towers are very
close together, which is not a characteristic that we saw on the Badr al-Jamali or the
Salah al-Din city walls. Another unprecedented characteristic of this wall is the
very small size of the facing slabs on the external facade. In fact, the curtain wall,
the quadrangular walls and the upper level of the semicircular tower are made of tiles
and header bonds measuring 40 and 18 centimetres wide respectively and which
form 20-centimetre-high courses. The facing of the curtain wall is decorated with
a single, magnificent, large, v-shaped motif consisting of small header columns
on the facing. This motif is situated between two towers. There are five white marble
columns in all, the lowest being located three metres above the level of the passageway. Two are circular-section columns, the other three are octagonal-section columns
that measure between 16 and 19 centimetres in diameter. This decorative motif on

the facade is the only one found on the Cairo city walls and is quite unique in the
medieval Near East. Of course, this use of header columns is reminiscent of the Badr
al-Jamali city walls and its gates, or of the corner towers of Zafar and Mahruq built
by Salah al-Din when he was vizier of the last Fatimid caliph al-Adid (1169–71).14 However, in the cases cited, it only concerns the columns that are arranged equidistantly
and on the same course. The Fatimid city wall of Badr al-Jamali is also flanked by
quadrangular towers: only the gates of Bab al-Futuh (1087) and Bab Zuwayla (1092)
do not follow this rule and are flanked by semicircular oblong-shaped twin towers
on a rectangular base. This is why the last tower of the mysterious wall immediately
captured our attention. This tower, semicircular in shape, rests on a square base and
has a moulded salient on its eastern side, identical to that of the Bab al-Futuh gate.
The similarity between this tower and the mighty Fatimid gates leads us to believe that
this tower was linked to a gate. This was the same pattern used for the twin towers
that protected the entrance at Bab al-Qantara gate.15 Added to that is the fact that the
passageway from the original door was blocked later by the Badr al-Jamali city wall.
The stratigraphy clearly indicates that the undated wall was built before the wall
of Badr al-Jamali. A mud-brick platform was discovered between the semicircular
tower and the Badr al-Jamali city wall. This thick level was built using the waste material from the fabrication of the mud-brick city wall dated AD 1087. It covered a level of
waste material of limestone blocks, undoubtedly linked to the quarrying of the facing
blocks of the Badr city wall. The mud-brick platform seals the foundation trench of
the stone wall dated AD 1087. The foundation trenches of the Badr al-Jamali enclosure
wall are extremely deep, almost 3.6 metres. This digging exposed the foundation of
the earlier structures including the previous town wall.

photograph of the round tower and the first
Bab al-nasr, Ad 969–971.
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The results of our excavations seem to indicate three distinct periods of defensive
networks. First, General Jawhar al-Siqilli built a first wall dated from 969–971 to protect the city of Caliph al-Muizz, al-Qahira, “the Victorious”. This wall was made of
rammed earth and stone gates with semicircular towers. The size of the blocks of
Jawhar’s wall is very similar to those of al-Hakim Mosque. It comprises quadrangular
towers that are positioned very close together and have small facing and header
columns, which create a geometrical motif and one single semicircular tower. The
semicircular tower would be the twin tower of the original Bab al-Nasr. This semi
circular tower appears to be linked to an entrance that may have been cut and
blocked by the second Fatimid city wall. Badr al-Jamali built a new city wall and the
gate of Bab al-Nasr, dated to 1087. This wall started at Bab al-Nasr towards the south
and makes a sharp bend towards the east, blocking the ancient gate. The composition of the Badr al-Jamali city wall switches from large stonework bond to a small
mud-brick bond. This wall backs onto the older wall and is twice as thick as that one.
Finally, Salah al-Din built a new city wall in front of the two Fatimid fortifications.
The Ayyubid Wall possesses unusual and archaic characteristics that most probably
date from 1171 to 1173, indicating that this section of the wall pre-dates the eastern
city wall of Sultan Salah al-Din, from Bab al-Gedid up to the Burg al-Mahruq (1173/74
to 1177/78).
The presence of three city walls to the south of Bab al-Nasr confirms Creswell’s
hypothesis, namely that Badr al-Jamali sought to connect his fortifications to the
primary boundaries of the city established by Jawhar in 969. Our findings will,
undoubtedly, have a major impact on our understanding of Cairo’s urban history.
If our observations prove to be correct, that would mean that al-Hakim Mosque was
built over both sides of the Jawhar city wall. In fact, the mosque must have straddled
a section of the wall and was not extra-muros. Moreover, it is important to note
that if al-Hakim Mosque was built over both sides of the city wall, eighty per cent of
the building remained outside the city walls and therefore, as far as the medieval
chroniclers were concerned, this meant that it was outside the walls. In Tunisia, the
mosques of Kairouan, Sousse and Mahdiyya were used for military purposes.16 The
two Fatimid mosques of al-Mahdiyya and al-Hakim share certain common characteristics: they straddle the city wall and are flanked by heavily buttressed towers.
Conclusion: the Limits of the Fatimid City
After eighteen years of excavations and fieldwork, we have been able to demonstrate
that stone and earth were used equally by the Fatimids during the same period and
for the same project: the city walls of Cairo. Earth was used to build the curtain walls
and stone was reserved for the construction of the prestigious city gates. Based on
the study of historical sources, we have proposed an interpretation of the architectural technologies used. This interpretation is not based on natural resources or technical knowledge, but on the ethnicity of the different corps composing the Fatimid
army. We noticed three main techniques and groups at the origin of these techno
logies: rammed earth, mud brick and stone – used respectively with the Berbers/north
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Africa, the Nubians/Upper Egypt and the Armenians/northern Syria. Badr al-Jamali
certainly called experts who were from his milieu and his region of origin Edessa/Urfa,
particularly for the construction of the gates. Nevertheless, there were other contingents in the Fatimid army. One of these was made up of people from Upper Egypt
and Nubians from the Aswan region. These people built, and continue to build,
a mud-brick architecture. It is these construction techniques that have been used for
part of the city wall. The Cairo fortifications, therefore, are a total social fact in that
they reflect the society and hierarchy of the people living at that time. In fact, the
monumental stone gates are not only reminiscent of the power of the caliph, but also
of the Armenian officers; while the mud-brick city wall is more rooted in the vernacular traditions of Upper Egypt.
For Creswell,17 the city wall of Badr al-Jamali was merely an extension to the north
and the south of the original city and, according to him, the entire city wall was made
of stone, as were the monumental gates. This erroneous interpretation, which was
linked to an incorrect reading of the boundaries of the city to the east,18 misled generations of researchers who studied Cairo. The eastern boundaries of Cairo were represented by following the Napoleonic fortification on the map of the Description de
l’Egypte. Unfortunately, this fortification follows the outline of the Ottoman city and
has nothing to do with the extension of the city during the Fatimid era.19
Our archaeological excavations have proved that the layout of the eastern city
wall covered an area which was greater than that which was generally described and
that this Fatimid city wall was made up solely of mud brick, with a gate, Bab al-Tawfiq,
in stone.20 The sections of the mud-brick city wall that were discovered show that the
Badr al-Jamali fortification continued all along the eastern flank of Islamic Cairo, from
Burg al-Zafar to Burg al-Mahruq. Even the northern facade was, in part, protected
by a mud-brick city wall. This city wall was found at an indentation of the Fatimid city
wall, to the south-east of Bab al-Nasr. This indentation in the stone wall was made
to ensure its integration into the old layout of the mud-brick city wall, which then runs
towards the east in the direction of Burg al-Zafar. Finally, our recent discoveries
with the first Bab al-Nasr gate and a rammed-earth wall at Burg al-Zafar prove that
the original Fatimid city was much larger than the model described by historians.

plan of the three town walls at Bab al-nasr.
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Our excavations have completely changed our vision of the Fatimid city’s northern
and eastern boundaries.
Today, it is possible to see the Fatimid mud-brick wall on the Archaeological
Triangle, in front of al-Hussein hospital, next to al-Azhar Street and the Darassa Car Park.
The Fatimid mud-brick wall was restored by AKTC from 2010 to 2012. It is the only place
in Cairo where it is possible to see this impressive eleventh-century wall still preserved up to four metres high. The mud-brick wall is also present on all the sites that
we excavated, at Bab al-Tawfiq, Bab al-Gedid, Burg al-Zafar in eastern Cairo and at
Bab al-Nasr and al-Mashtal to the north. Hopefully, in a near future, all these parts will
be protected by a conservation project and exhibited to the p
 ublic. M
 eanwhile, further
remains of Fatimid fortifications are still buried under several metres of debris, waiting
to be discovered by future archaeologists.
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Conserving
the Ayyubid City Wall

Francesco Siravo

The historic urban wall located below the Darassa Hills is the south-eastern segment
of Cairo’s Ayyubid fortifications, exposed during the work carried out by the Aga Khan
Trust for Culture (AKTC) in view of the creation of al-Azhar Park. The Wall measures
over 1300 metres in length, running north from Bab al-Wazir to al-Azhar Street, and
today forms the boundary between the Darb al-Ahmar district of Islamic Cairo and the
new Park.
Built as part of the city’s fortifications in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries by
Salah al-Din and his successor, this portion of the city wall was Cairo’s eastern boundary for centuries. Over time, the Wall’s role changed. Although it continued to be a
defining element for the city, it long ago ceased to serve as a defensive structure.
This shift in function meant that the city gradually spread to the very edge of the Wall,
following an accretive process common to historic cities.
From the fifteenth century onwards, the area just outside the Wall began to be
used as a dumping ground and the Wall was gradually buried under debris, where it
remained protected from the ravages of time and weather. Today, following the interventions to create the Park, the outer face of the Historic Wall is once again exposed
to view, while, on the city side, lack of public controls and building pressures have
raised complex urban development issues.
Because of these issues, the restoration and presentation work carried out on
the Historic Wall between 1999 and 2011 had to consider not only its preservation as
a historic monument, but also its integration in the more general context of al-Azhar
Park and the surrounding urban context. Thus, consistent design policies had to be
put in place for the residential fabric abutting the Wall and the pedestrian promenade
along the western edge of the new Park, while effective planning solutions had to
be identified for the points of access to and from the adjacent district of al-Darb alAhmar (ADAA). These interventions brought into the forefront the complex questions
often associated with urban archaeology: in particular, how to present the ruins in a
contemporary, living context and what role the newly exposed Ayyubid Wall should
play within the wider context of Historic Cairo.
Historical Background

Other parts of this publication examine the history of urban expansion in the eastern
sector of Historic Cairo and the vicissitudes of its medieval fortifications prior to the
end of Fatimid rule in 1171. The construction of the new Wall along what is today the
edge of al-Azhar Park began in 1176, following the accession of Salah al-Din, a Kurd

Opposite page, restored drawbridge above the
moat at the gate of Bab al-Barqiyya.
Above, portions of the Historic Ayyubid flank
wall before restoration, with houses behind.
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Above, uncovering archaeological evidence
on top of a flanking tower (Tower 5).
Below, trainees repointing masonry joints
along the flank wall.
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of the Ayyubid clan. The particular significance of the defensive system initiated by
Salah al-Din was the ambition to contain Cairo, its Citadel and the pre-Fatimid settlements of Fustat, al-Askar and al-Qata’i within a single wall circuit. These new fortifications were stronger and more far-reaching than the earlier Fatimid Walls, which had
been limited to enclosing the Fatimid palace and were more ceremonial than defensive. Although Salah al-Din’s best-known architectural achievement in Egypt is the
Citadel he built on a spur of the Muqattam Hills, his idea of a single wall surrounding
a much expanded city would prove a long-lasting legacy and a defining element in
the consolidation of the whole settlement of Cairo in pre-modern times.
Salah al-Din’s project incorporated rebuilt portions of the Fatimid fortifications
and added extensive new sections: he expanded the northern city wall west towards
the Nile, and the eastern wall south to the Citadel, from where it continued southwest to incorporate Fustat, the settlement developed by the Arab conquerors who
invaded Egypt in the seventh century.1 The new city walls were built entirely of stone
and made use of innovative advanced defensive techniques imported from Syria,
with bent entrances and arrow slits reaching to the floor.
The east wall seems to have remained important for about two centuries after its
construction. Soon after, as the threat posed by Crusader armies and other invaders
declined, so did the importance of maintaining the defensive walls. The result was
that, where urban growth was vigorous, the city walls were rapidly obliterated and
replaced by subsequent construction, as was the case on the western side of Cairo.
Conversely, on the eastern side, where urban expansion virtually stopped, the walls
continued to mark the limits of the Old City and were never replaced by subsequent
urban expansions. Already during the late Mamluk and early Ottoman periods, the
area outside the east wall became a dumping ground, a practice that continued unabated during the following centuries.
As early as 1658, a description by the French traveller Jean de Thévenot mentions
the Wall’s general state of neglect. He also noted the height of the debris, which
nearly hid the high walls of the city:
“[these walls] are at present all covered in ruins which are so high that I have
passed over some places where they wholly hide the walls, and are much above them;
and in these places one would think that there were no wall […] and though it would
be very easy to clear the rubbish, and, by repairing what is wanting, make the walls
appear beautiful and high, yet the Turks make no reparations; but suffer all to
decay [...]”2
A century and a half later, the maps drawn at the time of the French occupation,
around 1800, show that buildings in the adjacent neighbourhood of al-Darb al-Ahmar
were generally built right up to the edge of the city. Many buildings actually abutted
the Ayyubid Wall and additional rooms were constructed into, and indeed on top of,
the one-time fortifications, an accretive process common in many Middle Eastern and
European cities where the old defensive systems had lost their significance.
During the nineteenth century, an increasing number of travellers came to Egypt.
They sketched and photographed what they saw. In 1839, the artist David Roberts
drew the southernmost portion of the Walls: it appears partially buried and with
numerous houses constructed along the city side.3 A series of panoramas taken by
French photographer Pascal Sebah4 in 1880 provide one of the most valuable visual
documents of the eastern Ayyubid Wall, showing that much of the original stonework,
including the crenellations, still existed at that time.
In December 1881, Khedive Tawfiq’s government established the Comité de
Conservation des Monuments de l’Art Arabe to preserve Egypt’s Islamic and Coptic
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Flank wall promenade between Towers 2 and 3
after restoration.
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architectural heritage. Although the Comité repaired the city walls from time to time
during the first half of the twentieth century, it was not until 1950 that it undertook
a major campaign. This consisted of a reconstruction of the two towers no longer
standing (Towers 3 and 4) along with extensive replacement of the missing facing
stonework in several areas of the flank wall. This work was documented with photographs taken before, during and after the interventions.
For the next almost fifty years no further repairs or restoration were undertaken.
The Ayyubid Wall remained, as it had been for centuries, the eastern boundary of the
densely built-up Darb al-Ahmar district of Islamic Cairo. The continued dumping of
rubbish meant that the mounds of debris, now known as the Darassa Hills, had buried
the outer face of the Wall all the way up to the level of the crenellations. It was only
after AKTC began moving earth for the future al-Azhar Park that the accumulated debris
was removed. The re-grading brought to light not only the buried section of the Wall
known through early photographs and historic maps, but also the northern section,
unrecorded even on Napoleon’s map of 1807, and probably buried since Mamluk times.

Principles of Conservation for the Wall and Its Context
The restoration of the exposed walls presented from the beginning a complex set of
issues regarding appropriate forms of intervention in a living context. In particular,
it was immediately recognized that any conservation activities performed on the Wall
would have a significant impact on the adjacent district, as well as on the use and
fruition of the monument along its dual edge, respectively on the city side and along
the face bordering the Park. In this case, issues and principles normally associated
with the conservation of monuments had to be considered in parallel to the longestablished integration of the Ayyubid Wall within the urban fabric and contemporary
life of al-Darb al-Ahmar. In addition, consideration had to be given to the creation of
opportunities for Park visitors to explore the city fortifications.
Overall, the principles underlying the conservation of the monument can be
summarized as follows:
‣ documentation: to research and document all records, including physical, archival
and historical information, before, during and after intervention;
‣ evidence: to respect the cumulative age-value of the structure by highlighting the
stratification of human activities through time and the evidence of changing uses
and values;
‣ authenticity: to safeguard authenticity as a cultural value associated with the
actions determining the original making and transformations of the site, and their
significance as the embodiment of authorship or the record of a specific time and
place;
‣ minimum intervention and reversibility: to avoid harm to the monument, either
by minimizing physical interference to ensure structural and aesthetic legibility,
or by intervening in ways that will allow other options and further treatment in the
future.

Two views of the north sector of the promenade
after restoration.

Accordingly, the intervention guidelines applied by AKTC generally expressed a
preference for compatible repairs and retention of the original fabric over reconstruction. These tenets are rooted in internationally recognized and accepted standards
of conservation, namely the Athens Charter (1931) and the Venice Charter (1964). The
Venice Charter, in particular, emphasizes the importance of respecting the context,
the discouragement of reconstruction except in cases of anastylosis – the reassembling of collapsed elements found in situ – and the integration of modern scientific
technology where appropriate and useful. More recent charters, such as the Burra
Charter of 1981, established by ICOMOS Australia, recognize that the ultimate aim of
conservation is to retain or recover the cultural significance of a place and provide for
its security, maintenance and future survival.
With respect to the treatment of the surrounding urban context, particularly
where this was closely interconnected with the monument, AKTC ’s recommendations
advocated respect for the changes accrued over time in order to preserve the integrity, scale and significance of the Wall in its configuration and context. As further
discussed below (see “Intervening on the Adjoining Urban Fabric” on p. 133), rather
than establishing predetermined principles governing the retention and/or demolition
of the living accretions to the monument, AKTC ’s approach was based on a case-bycase evaluation to identify the preferred course of action. This took into consideration
not only the historic and physical evidence, but also the likely outcome of possible
alternatives from the functional and social points of view. A delicate balance had to
be struck between respecting the intrinsic values of the monument and retaining
the current residential uses and associated social fabric. Ultimately, the proposed
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interventions promoted continuity rather than transformation in an effort to integrate
and harmonize the remnants of a valuable past with present realities and future needs.

Above, flank wall under restoration in the
proximity of Burg al-Mahruq.
Below, view of the restored Bab al-Mahruq
from the Park promenade with rehabilitated
houses in the background.
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Documentation and Conservation Actions
The restoration works carried out by AKTC started in 1999 with a comprehensive
study of the Wall5 and the launching of pilot interventions on limited sections of the
structure. It gradually extended to increasingly greater portions of the monument,
until the conservation of the entire Wall bordering the Park was completed in 2011.
Throughout this process, documentation and conservation actions were strictly
related and interdependent.
The first step was a comprehensive study of the Wall’s physical condition followed
by a detailed assessment of each part of the monument subject to intervention. The
general conservation survey (Level 1) documented the Wall’s overall condition, including an analysis of the masonry and identification of areas of significant deterioration,
distinguishing between total or partial loss of the structure, loss of facing stonework,
structural instability and basal erosion. It also documented the presence and extent
of previous repairs.
The subsequent detailed condition survey (Level 2) provided a fuller quantitative
analysis, complemented with a qualitative assessment of the causes and effects of
deterioration. Severity of loss, for example, was classified according to its extent and
depth, as well as whether the process was still active or inactive. In addition, samples
were taken for laboratory testing to ascertain the exact nature of the materials and
their conditions and problems.
Together, the measured drawings, field surveys and laboratory work yielded a
comprehensive record of the construction of the Wall and its state of conservation,
as well as the diagnostic tools needed to formulate an intervention programme.
Recommended measures included targeted archaeological investigation, emergency
stabilization, and masonry treatments (including cleaning, removal of salt and biological growth, grouting, consolidation of deteriorating stone and selective stone
replacement), as well as limited reconstruction where needed to maintain the structural stability or visual continuity of the Wall. The resulting policies and guidelines
for masonry intervention were designed to achieve maximum retention of the original
historic fabric, while ensuring the visual and functional continuity of the Wall as an
urban element.
The table below summarizes the guidelines applied to masonry works in response
to the different conditions found along the Historic Wall:
Status

Condition

Action

Original wall – Extant

‣ partial loss of facing stones
‣ substantial loss of facing
stones
‣ total loss of facing stones
‣ partial loss of crenellations
‣ total loss of crenellations

‣ replace in kind 6
‣ replace in kind

Original wall – Repaired

‣ partial loss of repair
‣ substantial loss of repair

‣ replace/repair in kind
‣ replace with masonry similar
to the original

Original wall – Replaced

‣ partial loss

‣ assess/repair in kind

Original wall – Missing

‣ total loss

‣ repair with new masonry 9

‣ stabilize core as is 7
‣ anastylosis only 8
‣ replace in kind

The survey, assessment, and conservation treatments along the entire Wall were
carried out with the help of professionals and conservators recruited by the Trust and
its local company, AKCS-E . These activities also included a training component for
Egyptian professionals, junior staff of the Antiquities Department and local craftsmen
to establish the know-how and capabilities to carry out the periodic repairs and sustained maintenance of the monument.
Intervening on the Adjoining Urban Fabric
Over the centuries, the houses and monuments built up against the Wall on the city
side have become an integral part of Cairo’s urban and social history. In fact, part of
the significance of Cairo’s eastern wall comes from its relationship with the adjoining
urban fabric, where many of the accretions not only contribute to the Wall’s historical
interpretation, but have also become an integral part of the monument and its urban
context. As such, the Wall accretions were considered an inherent component of the
decision-making process associated with the conservation of the structure and were
thus included in the general survey of the monument.
A careful plot-by-plot assessment of the fabric along the Historic Wall was carried
out in order to identify appropriate modes of intervention for each structure within
the larger framework of the Darb al-Ahmar conservation and rehabilitation plan (see
also the chapter entitled “Urban Renewal”). In particular, the extent and configuration
of the abutting houses and structures were recorded and assessed with regard to the
presumed date of construction, use, condition and architectural significance. This
was the basis for the decisions concerning the retention and rehabilitation of selected
structures. Conversely, special attention was given to recording all cases where
adjoining buildings posed a specific threat to the integrity of the Wall. This was the
basis for the removal of incongruous, detrimental or structurally unsound accretions.
These various analyses were complemented by an in-depth investigation of the social

Above, uncovered remains of the Fatimid brick
wall with the restored Ayyubid Wall in the
background.
Following pages, full view of the Barqiyya gate
and drawbridge from the heights of al-Azhar
Park.
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Entry to the Bab al-Barqiyya drawbridge from
al-Azhar Park’s promenade.

and housing conditions along the Wall, leading, whenever possible, to the retention
and improvement of housing in that location in order to avoid the displacement of
residents. Eventually, these various investigations formed the basis of the work carried
out at the interface between the Wall and the urban fabric, and provided the rationale
for the intervention guidelines outlined in the table below:
Nature of Accretion

Condition

Action

High architectural
or historic significance

various

‣ retain and repair

Moderate rating of significance

ruinous / poor

‣ demolish and re-establish
wall continuity
‣ retain and repair

fair / good
Nil or low architectural
significance

ruinous / poor
fair / good

Structurally, visually
or functionally detrimental

various

‣ demolish and re-establish
wall continuity
‣ determine on a case-by-case
basis
‣ demolish and re-establish
wall continuity

While the selective removal of accretions was judged necessary in several cases,
wholesale demolition would have contradicted international conservation philosophy and practice, as well as introduced undesirable development pressures in
the areas where demolitions had occurred. It would also have proven destructive
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for the stability of the structure itself, as demonstrated in 1998 during the excavation
of the northern city wall, where the clearing of accretions and structures built in
proximity of the Wall over time resulted in the destabilization of the structure and its
subsequent partial collapse. Contrary to this approach, the plans and interventions
carried out along the Historic Wall adjacent to al-Azhar Park pursued a model of
conservation and harmonious integration with the traditional urban fabric and contemporary life of al-Darb al-Ahmar.
Special Projects Along the Boundary of al-Azhar Park
The work on the archaeological areas, ramparts, interior passageways, towers and
gates exposed as a result of the Wall’s excavation complemented the conservation activities carried out along the flank wall and interface with the adjoining city
fabric. The nature of these activities differs from the more general conservation work
in being primarily oriented towards the reactivation of significant archaeological
remains in a contemporary urban context. Here, the results of stratigraphic excavations, often related to different archaeological layers and time sequences, had to
come together into a coherent system designed to respond to new visitation, presentation and planning requirements. In particular, issues of connectivity, relation
between the archaeological and contemporary levels, conservation, landscaping,
interpretation and museology had to be harmonized in a number of special projects
to achieve a better understanding of the past of the Historic Wall and of the living
networks that animated this section of medieval and pre-modern Cairo. These
included the following components, described here from the west to the east ends
of the Historic Wall bordering the Park:
‣ The so-called Archaeological Triangle, a triangular-shaped archaeological
site north of Burg al-Zafar that came to light when a sizeable portion of the Ayyubid
Wall facing the city was uncovered, together with other important remains from the
Fatimid and Mamluk periods. The plans developed by the Supreme Council of Antiquities (SCA) and AKTC take into account these recent archaeological discoveries
and call for enclosing the area to provide a protective buffer between the Wall and
the city, thus avoiding the risk of future development in this sensitive archaeological
area. The evolution of this part of the city and the Wall’s relationship to the historic
urban fabric can be explained and illustrated for the visitors of the Park.
‣ Bab al-Barqiyya: this important Ayyubid gateway, built under Salah al-Din
himself in 1187, is located at the east end of the Archaeological Triangle. Following
excavation, the gate’s archway was found in a ruinous state and partially collapsed.
A decision was made not to rebury it, but to use it as an opportunity to re-establish its
use as a functioning gate and offer visitors a sense of the full scale of the monument,
including moat, drawbridge, bent entrance and interior passageways. On the Park
side, a double ramp allows visitors to descend into the moat and walk under the drawbridge, as well as enter the city walking over the bridge and passing through the gate
as pedestrians would have done centuries ago. The gate’s intended purpose is
to draw visitors and residents of Historic Cairo towards the Park and, in turn, e
 ncourage
Park visitors to explore the adjacent historic quarter and its monuments.
‣ Burg al-Mahruq: this three-storey tower, the largest and most visible feature
of the eastern Ayyubid Wall, together with its interior spaces, has been fully restored
as a potential exhibit area accessible from the Park through one of the breaches
found at the base of the tower. This same entrance also provides access to the
archaeological remains found behind Burg al-Mahruq, including the old street paving and remains of a cemetery and Ottoman archway located on the city side, at the

Above, side view of the drawbridge.
Below, arched end of the drawbridge seen
from the base of the moat.
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Restored Tower 9 showing loss of stonework
around the arrow slit.
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 riginal and much lower street level. On the Park side, at the foot of the Park’s slope,
o
a new stepped amphitheatre is in use for open-air performances, with the Mahruq
tower and the eastern Ayyubid Wall as dramatic backdrops.
‣ Bab al-Mahruq: a second gate was discovered between Tower 6 and Tower 7,
mid-way along the Ayyubid Wall bordering the Park, four metres below the level of
the city and seven metres below the level of the Park. Although larger than the
Barquiyya gate, the Mahruq gate works similarly, with a right-angled bent entrance
and two guard towers. Unlike the Barquiyya gate, however, it was found incomplete,
buried under multiple layers of later constructions, with no evidence of moat and
drawbridge. Because of the gate’s fragmentary condition, a full reconstruction could
not be justified. Accordingly, the gate was preserved and presented as found, where
the foundations, still complete and in place, help understand the original shape and
configuration of the structure. The final plans take into consideration the different
levels and constraints of the site to re-establish the functionality of the gate as a
passageway into the city. The project required the underpinning of the lived-in houses
surrounding the gate, and a system of ascending and descending ramps that, from
the city side, brings the visitors down to the gate’s original level, allows them to go
through the gate as people would have done in the past, and takes them up to the
present level of the Park.
‣ A visitor promenade along the rampart and interior galleries was conceived
as a complete circulation system along the Historic Wall, of which a 120-metre-long
prototype has been implemented out of a total of one thousand metres that can
potentially be reopened to the public. The prototype section was planned to allow for
movement on the ramparts and within the towers and archers’ passageways below.

The existing breaches in the Wall were used as entry points from the Park and allow
for the circular movement of visitors above and inside the towers and curtain wall,
a system that can be expanded in future to link with the rest of the rampart promenade. The interior galleries are intended as exhibit spaces equipped to serve as
a didactic opportunity for visitors and residents who want to learn about the history
of the Islamic city and the use of the fortifications.
The special projects along the boundary of al-Azhar Park, considered as a whole, are
a good demonstration of how archaeology and heritage can serve as an underlying
framework capable of organizing and orienting planning decisions in ways that reflect
a better understanding of the city and its transformations. In a historic urban setting,
this can only be achieved through the close integration of archaeology, architectural
conservation and planning work, coupled with a good grasp of the existing social
dynamics and expectations. Ultimately, it is through this multidisciplinary effort that
the urban environment can be reconnected to its past, and our collective city experience truly enriched.
The Wall as a Cultural Resource and Visitor Destination
Together, conservation of the original Wall structure and preservation of the living
city fabric in and around it should be seen as the best antidotes against further decay
and the destructive development and commercialization that comes with inappropriate transformations and uncontrolled tourism. Too often cultural resources have
become mere commercial commodities to be consumed by hasty and inconsiderate

Restored Tower 11 with missing upper portion
and crenellations.
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development or engulfed by mass tourism. The result is that genuine historic places
are compromised and emptied of meaning, and that local residents are either pushed
out to make room for new development or become overly dependent on an unpredictable tourism service economy.
Contrary to this scenario, the intention pursued in the presentation of the Historic
Wall bordering al-Azhar Park was to create a resource and opportunity to deepen the
public appreciation of the city’s cultural heritage. Paramount was also the objective of
integrating the Wall’s presentation into Darb al-Ahmar’s social fabric and the lived-in
traditional buildings. In pursuing this alternative, some questions became immediately
relevant to envision the role and function of this important landmark: how can a forgotten and long-buried monument be reintroduced into a rapidly evolving new context without losing its significance? How can it be reinvented as a living component of
today’s Historic Cairo? And, more generally, how can tourism generated by al-Azhar Park
be reconciled with the traditional life of the Darb al-Ahmar community? Answering
these questions is not an academic exercise, but part of a pragmatic search for new
meanings, functions and activities around and within the Wall. In particular, ongoing
and future actions to ensure that the Historic Wall maintains its original significance
and be properly reintegrated into its contemporary context were anchored to two
principal notions:
1

Left, city-side view of the excavated and
restored bent entrance of the Mahruq Gate.
Right, Bab al-Mahruq seen with the Park’s
promenade.
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Designing pedestrian access and circulation along the western side of the
Park to enhance the perception of the Historic Wall as a dynamic edge and
meeting point, rather than as a barrier between the community and the Park.
The proposed access and circulation system identified the locations of the former
city gates as the natural and historically appropriate connections between the Park
and al-Darb al-Ahmar. Three gates or entrances were revived: Bab al-Barqiyya, close
to the main traffic artery of al-Azhar Street, serves as the main access from the
north-western edge of the Park; Bab al-Mahruq, the former vanished gate, now fully
exposed, constitutes the mid-point entry; and Bab al-Wazir, at the south-western
corner of the Park, provides an access close to the main religious sites and historic
monuments along the southern stretch of al-Darb al-Ahmar Street. In addition, two

more connections were established in conjunction with the visitors’ exhibits and
circuits at Darb Shoughlan and Burg al-Mahruq. All these links are intended as meeting points to foster visitor and community interaction and sustain carefully planned
venues into the daily life of Darb al-Ahmar.

Restored Tower 9 and flank wall with
reinstated crenellations.

2

Establishing didactic programmes and experiences that enhance the
appreciation of the Wall as a monument and as an important urban feature
of Islamic Cairo, explain its changing role in the development of the city,
and introduce visitors to the life of the community that inhabits the adjoining
district.
As discussed, planned initiatives include visitors’ circuits and exhibits along the
ramparts and interior galleries. They can feature the presentation of the archaeological, historical, military, cultural and social aspects related to past and contemporary
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Restored rampart in proximity of the former
Darb Shoughlan School.

uses of the Wall. In addition, the archaeological park planned for the northernmost
area, along the stretch between Towers 14 and 15, provides a unique opportunity to
explore the archaeological remains along the city side of the Wall, which had been
buried since Mamluk times and contains rare surviving remains of the ancient Fatimid
Wall. Finally, the establishment of a space for exhibits and other cultural activities in
the Khayrbek complex, next to the west end of the Historic Wall, will provide visitors
with a better understanding of the local culture and traditions.
More than five years after the completion of restoration and presentation works on the
Historic Wall, the future role of the monument and fate of the adjoining Darb al-Ahmar
district hang in the balance. As discussed elsewhere in this publication, the lapse
of municipal controls and resulting uncontrolled developments that followed the
political events of 2011 have inflicted a severe wound to the scale and integrity of the
low-rise, closely knit fabric of the area. The outcome is not only visually and physically
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disruptive. It also constitutes an unfortunate setback in the implementation of a model
of controlled, socially attentive development that was beginning to bear fruit and
show its results in an area that had been largely neglected and overlooked for too long.
In spite of these momentous, negative transformations, however, the Wall itself
and the work accomplished to date have remained largely unscathed. The restored
flank wall abutting the Park is secured and solidly preserved; the pedestrian promen
ade above the ramparts, although in need of maintenance and upgrading, is potentially expandable to the entire stretch of the Wall, as originally intended; the exposed
and restored gates are ready to function as connectors with the city beyond; and
the various potential exhibit areas that exist in the Archaeological Triangle, Burg
al-Mahruq, within the defensive wall, and inside Alin Aq Palace are ready to be turned
into interpretive and display spaces.
In the face of the unfortunate recent developments in the Darb al-Ahmar district,
the entire Historic Wall and its associated spaces should be seen today as a unique
opportunity to raise awareness about the distinguished history of the area. More
over, the city-side areas surrounding the special projects outlined above can become
models of genuine urban conservation activity and act as a positive counterpoint
to the negative transformations of the district. Ultimately, it is only through greater
public awareness about the value of the area that it will be possible to restore the
building controls needed to enable effective policies of social inclusion and urban
conservation.
Even more than before, it is now necessary to modify the common perception of
the Historic Wall as an isolated monument to its reinvention as part of a larger urban
programme and its associated presentation plans and activities. Only this shift in
perception can turn this obsolete structure, buried for centuries and removed from
the city’s mainstream development, into a cultural asset and vital component of Darb
al-Ahmar’s rescue. The challenge ahead lies in safeguarding the remains and true
significance of the historic Ayyubid Wall, while shaping its new urban role in the years
to come.

Interior hall of the Mahruq Tower after
restoration.

The work on the historic Ayyubid Wall and the contents of this chapter are greatly indebted to the
contribution of Professor Frank Matero, Director of the Graduate Programme in Historic Preservation,
University of Pennsylvania. Professor Matero acted as the scientific advisor throughout the development
of the project, with special reference to the establishment of conservation principles, review of the
f indings and identification of methods of intervention on the historic Ayyubid Wall.
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